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"We're here for a good-time, Not a long time" — James Shrier
WALKING THE COURS

- Kelley Gilbert

Walking down Nazareth, turned up the Cours
Trying to find Jean-Claude, mon amour
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

Found a café, looked like a place
That I could meet him without disgrace
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

Bought a pastis and then one more
I know he'll be here, he's always on the
    Cours
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

I decided to move on, and then a man
Sat down beside me sayin' "hey, you,
    American?"
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

I answered "oui", he said to me
"Your French is great, the next drink's on
    me!"
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

Jean-Claude's forgotten me, and this guy's a
bore
But what does it matter, I'm on pastis
    number 4!
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

So when I'm lonely, ain't much to do
I can always find a Friend or two from
    Kalamazoo
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours

So listen dear friends, only two lines more
When you're sad and lonely, you can get it on
    the Cours
    On the Cours, hey, walking the Cours.
Il fait toujours beau en Provence.
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To Market, to market,
to buy a conchon,
Home again, home again,
... Get down.
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THE END
...fleeting moments that made the time,
make impressions forever mine.
Life's experience ensures the fact
that we will...
Be coming back.
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